Heinrich Schlusnus

The second of the concerts will be the American Community Church, Thursday, October 21. The program will be in the Memorial chapel, at 8 p.m. The personnel for this concert is the Lawrence orchestra composed of selected voices of the college and members of the Lawrence chorale. The personnel will be composed of the most beautiful and talented voices that the college has to offer. The program consists of a number of songs and the concert will be given in the evening of October 21.

Concert For American Community Church

By Helen Hector

The last of the concerts on the program of the Community Arts Series for this season, will be the Gospel concert. This concert will be held in the Memorial chapel, Thursday, October 21. The personnel for this concert is composed of selected voices of the college and members of the Lawrence chorale. The personnel will be composed of the most beautiful and talented voices that the college has to offer. The program consists of a number of songs and the concert will be given in the evening of October 21.

Concert For Gospel

The personnel for this concert is composed of selected voices of the college and members of the Lawrence chorale. The personnel will be composed of the most beautiful and talented voices that the college has to offer. The program consists of a number of songs and the concert will be given in the evening of October 21.

Concert For Gospel

The personnel for this concert is composed of selected voices of the college and members of the Lawrence chorale. The personnel will be composed of the most beautiful and talented voices that the college has to offer. The program consists of a number of songs and the concert will be given in the evening of October 21.

Concert For Gospel

The personnel for this concert is composed of selected voices of the college and members of the Lawrence chorale. The personnel will be composed of the most beautiful and talented voices that the college has to offer. The program consists of a number of songs and the concert will be given in the evening of October 21.

Concert For Gospel
COURAGE

"Courage from hearts and not in numbers grows," Dryden's statement, had it been well known, might have flashed through the minds of many as they watched the Lawrence-Wisconsin game at Madison Saturday.

The Vikings were defeated badly—in the last half—but to the end they displayed a courage that is a credit to every man on the squad and to Lawrence College. Overwhelming odds forced even the most optimistic fan to concede Wisconsin the victory. However, all of us believed that the Viking team would not be the setup Wisconsin expected, and the conviction was more than justified in the first half when COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY ELEVENS PLAYED EVEN TERMS.

But it was not to play 90, and as it became necessary for Coach Kotal to relieve his weary regulars, the Lawrence team was weakened. On the other hand, the Wisconsin crew grew stronger and stronger as Thistlethwaite shoveled in new men by fives and tens. Elizabeth'.

A courtier was made to address Queen Elizabeth thus: 'That's O.K., qualities in the athlete, but—qualities which are hard to maintain the most optimistic fan to concede Wisconsin the victory. However, all of us believed that the Viking team would not be the setup Wisconsin expected, and the conviction was more than justified in the first half when COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY ELEVENS PLAYED EVEN TERMS.

This second half was formed by the newspapers as "disastrous to Lawrence." This may be so, but still the sportswriters were there; or at some point in their running, and all essential qualities in the athlete, but—qualities which are hard to maintain. It was courage of the heart which enabled the Lawrence men to fight all the way. This was the source of energy in the Wisconsin attack.
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Plan Sport League for Non-Greek Men

100 Students Expected to Participate

New Addition To Intramural Program Will Not Compete With Fraternities

By Ray Sample

Plans are rapidly getting under way for the organization of a non-Greek sports league, which is expected to be a distinct plus for the interfraternity program. The new league is primarily designed to attract those who are not affiliated with campus fraternities. It will be a means of providing athletic competition for more than 300 Lawrence men who are not affiliated with campus fraternities.

Throughout the season, the organization of this group will serve as a broadening of Coach Denney's "sport for every man" program which has diligently been carried on throughout the college. It is open only to those who are not affiliated with campus fraternities. The manner of division is left to the discretion of the administrative body. The interfraternity representing the one man is the best choice of the team. The loan of equipment is subjected to the discretion of each member of the team.

Broadens Program

In another sense, the organization of this group will serve as a broadening of Coach Denney's "sport for every man" program which has diligently been carried on throughout the college. It is open only to those who are not affiliated with campus fraternities. The manner of division is left to the discretion of the administrative body. The loan of equipment is subjected to the discretion of each member of the team.

AND BETTER CONFERENCES!

Further, it is expected that the league will not be restricted to any one sport. Each team will be required to provide a full program of events for the entire season. The league will be divided into three divisions, each consisting of two colleges. The division will consist of five games each month, with the exception of the first month of the season. The league will be divided into three divisions, each consisting of two colleges. The division will consist of five games each month, with the exception of the first month of the season. The league will be divided into three divisions, each consisting of two colleges. The division will consist of five games each month, with the exception of the first month of the season. The league will be divided into three divisions, each consisting of two colleges. The division will consist of five games each month, with the exception of the first month of the season. The league will be divided into three divisions, each consisting of two colleges. The division will consist of five games each month, with the exception of the first month of the season.

BY THE WAY

Although the above is nearly true, it is impossible to cover all the events in one page. The interfraternity league is planned to be a broadening of Coach Denney's "sport for every man" program which has diligently been carried on throughout the college. It is open only to those who are not affiliated with campus fraternities. The manner of division is left to the discretion of the administrative body. The loan of equipment is subjected to the discretion of each member of the team.

Henry H. Marx

FOR YOUR
JEWELRY AND WATCH REPAIRING

HAVE YOU ONE OF OUR STUDY LAMPS AT $1.95

Langstadt Electric Co.

229 E. College Ave.

For The Fall Rains

Alligator Raincoats, in Collegiate Model, of deep sea green, are good looking and light as a feather. They are your assurance of well pressed clothes when you arrive at place of work or play. Price $6.75

Valley Sporting Goods Co.

115 blocks north of 1st W. Bank

For Every College Campus

The Most Popular
Clothes are

Learbury Authentic College Clothes

$35 $40 $45

Each Suit With Two Pants

IN APPLETON ONLY AT

Thiede Good Clothes

Marquette Cage Games Announced

Hilltops Play Here First; Lawrence Goes South

Feb. 19

Definite announcement of the dates of the Lawrence-Marquette basketball game has been made by Law­rence officials. On Jan. 31, 1930, the Marquette game will open an exhibition at the new Alexander gym­nastics, while on Feb. 16, the Dennem­men will go downtown for a visit with the MIshawaus.

This year will find a new man to direct the destinies of the Marquette cage squad. William Chandler, former Wisconsin state, was selected to replace Cord Lipe, former mentor. Chandler played center on the Bad­ger foes of HSU, 1916, and HSU, and has been in the coaching game ever since. He was twice named all-con­ference center while in college.

The new Marquette coach has coached two years at River Falls, where he won two championships. Following that, he became coach at Iowa State College where he again turned out strong quits.

Tuesday, October 1, 1930

THE LAWRENTIAN
**Viking's Passing Keeps Badgers Alert First Half**

(Continued from Page 1)

The Vikings played the footer poor, and Oman pushed out to the 43 line. Passing on the first play, Fischl and Laird gained three yards. Then Barnes rocketed 18 on a take off pass and the ball rested on the Badgers' ten yard line. Unhappily for four, and Barnes added another. Then the favorite pass to the left side of the line failed by inches, and Fischl attempted a place kick which missed. The threat was over.

The opening quarter ended scoreless, the Badgers opened a relentless driving attack with Oman carrying the ball on practically every play until he went over from the five yard line. Lintz kicked goal. Jensen recovered Barnes' fumble as the Vikings had started a drive from midfield, and then a pass to the blonde back settled another touchdown. Jensen picked the ball out of the air, shook off two line tacklers, and sprinted 45 yards to the goal line. The ball ended with the Badgers losing a touchdown lead. Lawrence had completed eight out of ten passes for a total of 153 yards, and had gained 11 for scores.

The Vikings felt the fury of the Badger attack in that second half, although they almost scored on a beautiful pass by Paul Fischl. Wisconsin had kicked off, and the Viking kick had nudged the ball on his own goal line. The first yell opened toward the sideline and he appeared free with a clear field ahead of him when a Badger tackle reached out and grabbed his foot. Had Paul succeeded in splitting the fifty yards, the Vikings would have been certain to score again.

But from then on Wisconsin stormed down the field. Lawrence made but one more initial down as Wisconsin collected six touch downs and five points after the scores. The features of the Badger attack over the 60 yard line by Bibles, who held the scoring honors for the day, and Sunley Bob's 75 yard gallop through the entire Lawrence team.

Carleton. In the first game, scored four first downs, completed five passes for 75 yards, and gained 23 yards from scrimmage.

**Miss Achtenhagen To Be English Club Adviser**

Miss Olga Schenker, assistant professor of English, has accepted the position of English club adviser for the coming year. She takes the place of Dr. W. H. McPeters who is now a professor at Lake Forest College. The first meeting of English club will be held Friday afternoon, Oct. 10, at 4:30 o'clock in Hamer house.

Miss Achtenhagen will discuss the type of modern literature to be studied in club meetings for the rest of the year.

Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Bickett and daughter Ruth, of Watertown, spent Sunday with their daughter, Helen Bickett.

**CHRISTMAS CARDS**

Yes, they're new... smart... in tune with the spirit of the coming Christmas season... Like nothing else you have seen... yet remindful of all the charm... the distinction... one associates with real beauty... genuine art... and Xmas itself.

500 distinctive cards to choose from.

You will be given an opportunity to see these cards in the near future. Watch next Lawrentian for location of display.

Pope's Xmas Greeting Service

---

**Dresely's Beauty Shop**

Parlor Waving

Finger Waving

Marcelling

Bobbing

3 Men Hair Cutters

108 N. Oneida Street

Open Friday and Saturday Afternoons

---

**HARRIERS DRILL; HOPE FOR MEETS**

**Difficulties In Securing Opponents**

**Denney's Men**

Coach A. C. Denney's cross country men continue to improve in their rate of practice while their mentor is prizing to schedule meets for his men. The team is apparently too powerful squad. As yet, little evidence has appeared of Denney's efforts, but rumors of three probable opponents have kept the big distance men in edge in their practice sessions.

Long grinds over mapped courses have been the program to date, and according to the coach, little changes will be made in the preparatory plans until the men get the feel of the long roads. Unofficial timing reveals that several facts about boys are stepping off the distances in fairly fast time for this early in the season, and improvement in appearance is every man's condition.

**Huntress, our Other Colleges**

**Cornell College—Two means by which numbers of the student body become better acquainted are Cornell Day, when everybody rode out to Waukesha Beach for a College picnic, and the Annual Handshake. Both were held last week, the latter at the gym where faculty and students were introduced to each other. The student body is composed of 160 freshmen, 130 sophomores, 70 juniors, and 40 seniors, with 5 total enrollment of over 450, largest in Carver County's history.

**Butler College—In order to put school colors in the public eye, the cup committee of the Union has chartered the color of the fresh grass, from the traditional greens to the colors of the school, with huge success.

**Carthage College—Feeling that the school colors should be used more often, one of the professors has offered a prize to any student submitting a worthy yell.

The new game of Speedball has been introduced in the gym classes with such success that an intramural tournament will soon be scheduled between the four classes. The game is composed of the elementary features of football, soccer, and basketball, and allows 22 men to play at one time.